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(2) Date (year/month/day with cen-
tury in the year) and time stamp 
(GMT) of the position fix. 

(3) Date (year/month/day with cen-
tury in the year) and time stamp 
(GMT) that the EMTU-C position re-
port was sent from the EMTU-C. 

(4) Position fixed latitude and lon-
gitude, including the hemisphere of 
each, which comply with the following 
requirements: 

(i) The position fix precision must be 
to the decimal minute hundredths. 

(ii) Accuracy of the reported position 
must be within 100 meters (328.1 ft). 

(d) An EMTU/EMTU-C must have the 
ability to: (1) Store 1,000 position fixes 
in local, non-volatile memory. 

(2) Allow for defining variable report-
ing intervals between 5 minutes and 24 
hours. 

(3) Allow for changes in reporting in-
tervals remotely and only by author-
ized users. 

(e) An EMTU/EMTU-C must generate 
specially identified position reports 
upon: 

(1) Antenna disconnection. 

(2) Loss of positioning reference sig-
nals. 

(3) Security events, power-up, power 
down, and other status data. 

(4) A request for EMTU/EMTU-C sta-
tus information such as configuration 
of programming and reporting inter-
vals. 

(5) The EMTUs loss of the mobile 
communications signals. 

(6) An EMTU must generate a spe-
cially identified position report upon 
the vessel crossing of a pre-defined geo-
graphic boundary. 

§ 600.1504 Latency requirement. 

(a) Ninety percent of all pre-pro-
grammed or requested Global Posi-
tioning System position reports during 
each 24-hour period must reach NMFS 
within 15 minutes or less of being sent 
from the VMS unit, for 10 out of 11 con-
secutive days (24-hour time periods). 

(b) NMFS will continually examine 
latency by region and by type-approval 
holder. 

(c) Exact dates for calculation of la-
tency will be chosen by NMFS. Days in 
which isolated and documented system 
outages occur will not be used by 

NMFS to calculate a type-approval 
holder’s latency. 

§ 600.1505 Messaging. 

(a) Unless otherwise specified, this 
section applies to all VMS units, MCSs, 
and bundles. Units that can operate as 
both an EMTU and EMTU-C must meet 
the requirements for both an EMTU 
and an EMTU-C in order to gain type- 
approval as both. Depending on the re-
porting requirements for the fishery(s) 
in which the requester is seeking type- 
approval, an EMTU-C type-approval 
may not require the inclusion of a dedi-
cated message terminal and display 
component at the time of approval, but 
the capability to support such a com-
ponent must be shown. To be type-ap-
proved in any given fishery, a VMS 
unit must meet messaging information 
requirements under the applicable 
VMS regulations and requirements in 
effect for each fishery or region for 
which the type-approval applies. The 
VMS unit must also meet the following 
requirements: 

(b) An EMTU must be able to run 
software and/or applications that send 
email messages for the purpose of com-
plying with VMS reporting require-
ments in Federal fisheries that require 
email communication capability. An 
EMTU-C must be able to run or con-
nect to a device that can run such soft-
ware and/or applications. In such cases, 
the EMTU/EMTU-C messaging must 
provide for the following capabilities: 

(1) Messaging from vessel to shore, 
and from shore to vessel by authorized 
entities, must have a minimum sup-
ported message length of 1 KB. For 
EMTU-Cs, this messaging capability 
need only be functional when in range 
of shore-based cellular communica-
tions. 

(2) There must be a confirmation of 
delivery function that allows a user to 
ascertain whether a specific message 
was successfully transmitted to the 
MCS email server(s). 

(3) Notification of failed delivery to 
the EMTU/EMTU-C must be sent to the 
sender of the message. The failed deliv-
ery notification must include sufficient 
information to identify the specific 
message that failed and the cause of 
failure (e.g., invalid address, EMTU/ 
EMTU-C switched off, etc.). 
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